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ABSTRACT
Genomic platforms have proven to be more accurate as a prognostic tool than immunohistochemistry studies in patients
with early, hormone receptor positive, HER 2 negative breast cancer and, in some cases, have also demonstrated
predictive ability for chemotherapy beneﬁt. They are now widely applied in node-negative disease, but their use in
node-positive disease is more recent and more controversial, especially in premenopausal patients. In this article, we
review the use of these tests in node-positive disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Human epidermal growth receptor 2 (HER2)-negative and estrogen receptor (ER) positive is the most common type of early breast
cancer (BC) in postmenopausal women.
Although adjuvant chemotherapy (CT) decreases the risk of
recurrence and improves survival, the absolute benefits in patients at
low risk of recurrence are small. Therefore, in the decision to offer
chemotherapy we must take into account several factors, related to
the patient (age, menopausal status and comorbidity) and factors
related to the disease (tumor size, grade, multifocality, histological subtype, lymphovascular infiltration (LVI), axillary involvement
or ki67), although axillary involvement continues to be the most
important clinical prognostic factor for indicating CT.
Adjuvant CT has demonstrated a relative risk reduction of BC
mortality of approximately 20% to 30%, regardless of size, stage,
grade, ER status, and whether patients received endocrine therapy,
according to Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group
(EBCTCG) metanalyses.1
This is an approximate absolute benefit of 7%, across all patients.
However, the risk of recurrence in patients with axillary involvement (N+) is almost twice as high as in patients with negative
lymph nodes (N0), in the absence of chemotherapy, so, benefit
of chemotherapy is greater in this subgroup and its use is widely
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accepted. We now know that the therapeutic benefit may be different depending on the intrinsic subtypes and lymph node positivity may not confer the same degree of risk as before. Furthermore,
in trials in early BC with negative node, it has been shown that
chemotherapy offers no benefit in tumors with low recurrence score
(RS), so the absolute benefit of chemotherapy may be even less than
previously thought. On the other hand, data from the neoadjuvant
setting suggest that chemotherapy may not provide benefit in many
patients with ER-positive, HER2-negative disease.2
In this regard, it is useful to identify a subgroup of axilla-positive
patients whose prognosis is so good that, even if chemotherapy
reduces the relative risk by 20% to 30%, the absolute benefit would
not exceed 1% to 3%, and this is approximately the risk of severe or
life-threatening toxicity of chemotherapy, so it is reasonable to avoid
chemotherapy.

DISCUSSION
Several genomic platforms are now available to estimate the risk
of relapse and, based on this, to decide which patients are candidates
for adjuvant chemotherapy.
The emergence of genomics (assessing DNA) and transcriptomics (assessing RNA) techniques and the ability to simultaneously
measure the expression of thousands of genes has led to the identification of biology-based prognostic profiles, several of which have
been validated and are in clinical use.
We will review in detail the main platforms and the studies that
validate their prognostic role and, if applicable, predictive of treatment benefit.
Table 1 shows the main genomic platforms available and the
differences between them. Oncotype DX 21-gene Recurrence Score
(RS)
1526-8209/$ - see front matter © 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1

Main Genomic Platforms Available and the Differences Between Them.

Prognostic
assay

ONCOTYPE

MAMMAPRINT

PAM50

Endopredict

BCI

GGI

IHC4

Genes

21 genes (16+5
control)

70 genes

50 genes

12 genes
(8 +4 control)

7 genes

97 genes

IHQ markers

FFPA
Underlying
technology

Yes
qRT-PCR

Yes
DNA microarrays
NGS

Yes
DNA microarrays
and qRT-PCR
using nCounter
technolog

Yes
qRT-PCR

Yes
qRT-PCR

Yes
DNA
microarrays

Yes
IHQ

inclusion of
Clinical
Parameters

No

No

Yes

yes

No

No

No
(IHQ markers)

Prognostic value

Yes, RR 10 years

Yes, RR 10 years

Yes, RR 10 years
Late relapse

Yes, RR 10 years

Yes
Late relapse

yes

yes

Predictive of
chemotherapy
beneﬁct 62

In N+ postmenopausal

no

no

no

Yes, beneﬁt
extended HT
No prospective

no

no

Beneﬁct
extended HT
predictive vaue

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

score

RS scores (1-100)
stratiﬁed low (<26) and
high-risk.

low risk vs. high risk

ROR scores
continuous
(1-100) and
stratiﬁed into
low, intermediate
and high risk.
Intrinsic subtype.

Low or high risk
on the basis of
EP and EPClin
scores.

Risk score and
low risk vs. high
risk category

low risk vs.
high risk

Risk score and
low risk vs.
high risk
category

Retrospective
studies
N+

transATAC5 ,
SWOG88146 ,
PlanB61 ,
WSG-ADAPT60 ,
NSABPB-288 ,
PACS019 , E219711 ,
SEER11-15

Netherlands Cancer
Institute Cohort19

transATAC,33
ABCSG 833 , 34 ,
DBCG37

GEICAM 990644 ,
ABCSG 6ABCSG 842 , 45

STOCKHOLM48
TRANSATAC49
ATTOM50
IDEAL51

PACS0154

TransATAC56
TEAM55

Prospective
studies
N+

MINDAC20 , 21 (phase
RxPONDER/SWOG10074 III)
(phase III)
PROMIS23

OPTIMA38

UNIRAD
RESCUE

Category
evidence 62

1
2A (premenopausal)

2A

2A

2A

2B

2B

1

Abbreviations: IHQ = immunohistochemistry; NGS = next generation sequencing.

The Oncotype DX test is a genomic assay that generates a recurrence score (RS) that predicts 10 year recurrence risk. It comprises
16 cancer-related genes, selected on the basis of their statistical
association with tumor proliferation, invasion and distant breast
recurrence, and five ‘housekeeping’ reference control genes.3 An
algorithm generates a RS between 0 and 100, where higher scores
indicate a higher likelihood of distant recurrence, although it is a
continuous score, different cut-off points have been evaluated to
classify patients at high or low risk of relapse and decide the role
of chemotherapy administration based on this.
This platform has been validated as a prognostic and predictive
tool in early axilla-negative BC,4 but its role in N+ has been more
debated. The first studies analyzed the role of RS retrospectively in
patients included in phase III studies, In addition, 3 risk levels were
established according to RS <18, 18-30 and ≥31, but we now have
prospective data and a recently published phase III study.4

In the TransATAC study5 involving N0 to N2 patients, the risk of
distant relapse ratio recurrence (DRR) at 9 years was observed to be
17, 28 and 49% for patients with RS <18, 18-30 and ≥31, respectively, regardless of whether they were N0 or N1, although patients
with ≥4 positive nodes had a higher risk of distant recurrence for
any RS outcome.
Similarly, the SWOG S8814 study6 (all N+), showed the RS
prognostic capacity in 148 patients treated with tamoxifen (64%
N1 and 36% with 4 or more positive nodes). Ten-years diseasefree survival (DFS) adjusted by the number of positive nodes was
60% in RS<18, 49% in RS 18-30 and 43% if RS was 31 or
more (P = .017). To assess RS predictive value, they compared the
results between patients in the tamoxifen-only arm and those who
received chemotherapy and tamoxifen, benefit of chemotherapy was
shown only for patients with RS ≥ 31. The main limitation of the
study is that it is a retrospective analysis, it had a small number
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of patients and does not reflect current chemotherapy use and
schedules.7
The prognostic ability of RS in N+ patients was too analyzed
in other studies such NSABP-B288 or PACS 01 study9 and the
outcome of RS was again strongly associated with DRR, disease
free survival (DFS) or overall survival (OS) in multivariate analysis. Furthermore, in the ECOG E219710 study RS outperformed
a modified version of the Adjuvant! Online tool, which uses traditional clinicopathologic risk factors, in predicting 5 year recurrence
risk.
All of these studies in addition to the population-based analysis
of RS in N+ patients included in the Surveillance, Epidemiology
and End Results (SEER) database11–15 showed that RS is a useful
prognostic tool and superior to classical clinicopathological factors.
The oncotype was validated prospectively in N1 patients by
RxPONDER /SWOG1007,4 a prospective, randomised, phase III
study involving 5018 patients with early, HR-positive, HER2negative, HER2-negative, 1-3 node involvement BC with an RS
score of 0-25. Patients in this study were randomised to adjuvant
hormonal treatment alone or CT followed by hormonal therapy,
and stratified according to RS score, menopausal status and type of
axillary surgery. The primary study objective was to determine the
effect of CT on invasive disease free survival (IDFS) and whether
the effect was influenced by RS.
When analyzing the results we should take into account the risk
profile of the patients included in the study, since most of them
coincided with a low-moderate risk group according to clinical criteria, since only 10% had grade 3 disease, 9% had 3 positive nodes
and 66.8% were postmenopausal. No benefit for chemotherapy was
found in the analysis of the whole population and no benefit for
chemotherapy was found in the analysis of the postmenopausal
group. However, in the pre-planned subgroup of premenopausal
patients (n = 1665), the study found benefit in 5 year IDFS of
4.9% in favour of chemotherapy (HR 0.60, 95 % CI 0.43-0.83,
P = .002) and this benefit was independent of RS score 0-13 or
14-25. In addition, although the number of events was small, an
early OS benefit was found, as at 5 years, OS was 98.6% for those
receiving CT and HT and 97.3% for those receiving HT alone
(HR 0.47; 95% CI 0.24-0.94; P = .032), an absolute benefit of
1.3%
Regarding the use of ovarian ablation (OA) in premenopausal
patients, it was more frequent among patients receiving HT alone
(15.9 vs. 3.7%). One question is whether the benefit of CT in
these patients may be partly attributed to the role of chemotherapyinduced menopause, as in an exploratory analysis of the TAYLORx
study, some benefit of chemotherapy had already been observed in
patients younger than 50 years and with a RS score between 16 and
2516 , 17 .
With these results we can assume that the recommendation in
postmenopausal patients, N1, is the administration of CT when the
RS is greater than 25 and hormonal treatment for the rest of the
patients with RS ≤25, but in premenopausal patients these results
oblige us to be more cautious and to take into account the profile of
the patient and the tumour given that the benefit of CT cannot be
excluded on the basis of this trial.4
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MammaPrint (profile of 70 Amsterdam genes)
MammaPrint analyzes 70 genes related to breast cancer by
microarray analysis on fresh tumor tissue, but currently the
technique has already been implemented for paraffin-embedded
tumor samples.18 A subsequent algorithm determines the prognostic classification of patients at high or low risk of relapse and
development of metastases at 10 years in the absence of adjuvant
treatment.
The initial validation study in N+ was performed on tumor
samples from 241 women with T1-T3 N1 breast cancer, they found
that 10 year distant metastasis-free survival (DRFS) was 91% and
76% for low-risk group and high-risk respectively and BC-specific
survival were 91% and 76% in the low and high-risk group .
Moreover, in multivariate analysis, Mammaprint was significantly
superior to traditional clinical prognostic factors (HR 7.17 CI 95%
1.81-28.43, P = .005).19
The MINDACT20 , 21 is a randomized, phase III trial, what
prospectively evaluates MammaPrint in patients with early BC, it
included 6693 patients with stage I and II, the initial protocol only
included N0 patients, but a later amendment allowed the inclusion
of N1 patients.
Patients were classified as high and low genomic risk according to the Mammaprint result and high and low clinical risk
according to clinical relapse risk defined by Adjuvant!Online.
Patients classified as low risk according to both methods did not
receive CT (n = 2745 p), and high-risk patients according to
both methods received CT (n = 1806). Patients with discordant
results (high clinical risk and/or low genomic risk, n = 1550)
were randomized to treatment with HT alone versus CT plus
HT. The primary endpoint was 5 years rate of survival without
distant metastasis (DDFS) in patients with discordant results and
no CT.
Among the randomized patients, 47.6% were N1, 93% were
grade 2-3 and 4% were less than or equal to 50 years of age; in
addition, a small number of patients with negative RH (11.6%) and
her 2 positive (9.5%) were included which complicates the analysis
of the study, but it provides for some interesting exploratory analysis in patients with tumors HR negative or her 2 positive. The 5
year DDFS results among patients with high clinical and/or low
genomic risk are 94.7% without CT, and 95.9% if treated with
CT (HR 0.78, P = .267). These results would imply no need for
chemotherapy in these patients. With almost 9 years of follow-up,
this difference was maintained.21
A secondary analysis performed among patients with high clinical/low genomic risk according to whether or not they receive CT
treatment shows a small benefit of 1.5% in 5 year distant metastatic
disease-free survival at 5 years if they receive chemotherapy.
An exploratory analysis in the HER2-negative, ER+ group
of patients (1358 (90.7%)] of 1497 patients, of whom 676
received chemotherapy and 682 did not) shows different effects
of chemotherapy on 8 year DDFS according to age: 93.6% with
CT versus 88.6% without CT in women ≤50 years (n = 464)
(absolute difference 5.0 percentage points) and 90,2% versus
90.0% in 894 women older than 50 years (absolute difference
0.2 points).22
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Table 2

Main Differences Between PHASE III Studies That Have Included Positive Nodes.
RxPONDER 4
Phase III

MINDACT20,21
Phase III

main criteria for inclusion

N1,RH+,her 2RS 0-25

N0, N1, RH+/HER 2-,
TN /HER 2+ RH- (2%), HER 2+ RH+ (7%) and Clinical-genomic discordant
result

N
Positive nodes

5018 patients
100%

6693 patients
high clinical risk and low genomic risk (HCR/LGR):1550p (23,2%)
48% a (658/1550)

Premenopausal
Age <50

33%

NR
n = 534p (43,5%)a

G3

10%

29%a

Main objective

DFSi

DMFS in patients with high clinical risk/low genomic risk

Results

DFSi (5 years):
Postmenopausal:91.6 % (CT+HT) vs. 91,9% (HT); NS
Premenopausal: 93,9% (CT+HT) vs. 89,0% (HT);
P = .0004.

ITT: DMFS 8 years: 92%(CT) vs. 89,4% (no CT) (hazard ratio 0·66; 95% CI
0·48–0·92)
N1: DMFS 8 years: (91,2% (CT) vs. 89,9% (no CT); absolute difference 1.3
points
50ś or younger: 93,6 % (CT) vs. 88,6% (no CT), absolute difference 5%

design

Abbreviations: CT = chemotherapy; DFSi = invasive disease free survival; DMFS = distant metastasis-free survival; HT = hormonotherapy; HR = hormonal receptor; ITT = intention to treat
population; NS = no signiﬁcant; NR = no reported; TN = triple negative.
a
patients with high clinical risk and low genomic risk.

In N+ patients the exploratory analysis showed that 5 year
DDFS was 96.3% in chemotherapy group versus 95.6% in the nonchemotherapy group. At 8 years the difference for patients with CT
versus without CT were similar (absolute difference 1.3 percentage
points in favor of CT).21 , 22
Moreover 63% of patients with 1 N+ and 55.8% with 2-3 N+
and high clinical risk, were however of low genomic risk, suggesting
that genomic risk is not influenced by tumor burden.20
In conclusion, it should be noted that with a follow-up of almost
9 years of the MINDACT study, Mammaprint is able to identify
among those patients with high clinical risk, a subgroup of patients
with low genomic risk, with excellent DDFS when treated with HT
alone. For these women, the magnitude of the benefit of adding CT
is small (2.6 percentage points) and does not increase with nodal
positivity. The benefit of CT appears to be age-dependent, as it is
mostly observed in women younger than 50 years where a clinically relevant threshold of 5 percentage points is reached. Similar
results in terms of difficulty in validating these tests in N+ and
premenopausal patients were found with oncotype, suggesting the
possibility that the chemotherapy effect may be partially or potentially wholly due to its effect on cessation of menses rather than on
a direct cytotoxic effect on the tumor.
PROMIS study23 prospectively evaluated MammaPrint in 840
patients with an RS (oncotypeDx) of 18-30. The aim of the
study was to assess the change in therapeutic decision after
the MammaPrint test result. Initially only N0 were included
but later an amendment was made to include N1. Patients
were reclassified from intermediate risk to low risk in 374 cases
(44.5%) and to high risk in 466 (55.5%), leading to a change
in treatment decision in 33.6% of patients, regardless of nodal
involvement.

Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the 2 randomized phase
III studies that included the N+ population (RxPONDER and
MINDACT).
BluePrint24 is a genomic test that evaluates the expression of 80
RNA genes from breast cancer cells, identifies the biology driving
tumor growth and provides more accurate molecular subtyping. It is
composed of 3 gene signatures each of which measures the similarity
of a tumor to a Luminal type (58 genes), basal type (28 genes) and
HER2 type (4 genes). Used in combination with MammaPrint and
Ki67 it subclassifies the luminal type into subtype A (Ki 67 <14w
or MammaPrint low risk) and luminal B (ki 67 14 or MammaPrint
high risk), the reproducibility and accuracy of BluePrint is 99%
and 98.3%, below the discrepancies found in immunohistochemistry and FISH studies.25
Haan et al. show correlation of the 70 genes analyzed by
MammaPrint with ten cancer footprints, finding the same correlation in all genes analyzed by BluePrint in the luminal and basal
types, while for HER2 type they only found a relationship with 9 of
10 genes (perhaps limited by small number of genes).26 , 27
BluePrint showed the ability to predict sensitivity to neoadjuvant treatment, in an analysis of 426 patients from the Neoadjuvant Breast Registry Symphony Trial (NBRST), with 55% N1,
BluePrint reassigned 94 patients to different molecular categories
than those determined by immunohistochemistry (IHQ) or FISH.
Those patients classified as luminal subtype had low pathologic
complete response (pCR) rates (2% and 7%, respectively), while
patients reclassified as HER2 positive had higher pCR rates than
HER2 positive patients by IHC or FISH (53% vs. 38% P = .047).28
MammaPrint and BluePrint therefore allow a more precise identification of a group of patients with a better prognosis, in whom the
use of chemotherapy can be avoided, even in the scenario of higher
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tumor burden, and the BluePrint tool appears superior to IHC in
categorizing BC biological subtypes.
The limitations of MammaPrint is that the phase III validation
study (MINDACT) was less pure than RxPONDER, as it included
N0-2 patients, with different biological profiles (her 2 positive, triple
negative, luminal) which limits the interpretation of the results.

PAM50 (Predictor Analysis of Microarray 50)
PAM50 includes 58 genes whose design was oriented to the classification of BC into intrinsic subtypes: luminal A, luminal B, HER2enriched and basal like.17
Data for the platform development was based on the use of
microarrays of about 190 prototype samples, a continuous score
composed of intrinsic subtype (defined by PAM50) and tumour
size, called ROR, was obtained.29 ROR stratifies patients (ER+)
into high, medium, and low risk groups. It proved to be a prognostic predictor in both node-positive and node-negative populations,
although the cut-off points were different for each group.17 , 30 , 31
PAM50 has been incorporated in different guidelines for node
positive tumours, although its level of evidence is 2A.32 Its usefulness
has been analysed in several studies.
In the ABCSG-833 , 34 study randomised more than 3700
postmenopausal women with early BC to receive either tamoxifen
for 5 years or 2 years of tamoxifen followed by 3 years of anastrozole. 1246 patient samples included in the study were analyzed
and determined that the ROR score and ROR-based risk groups
provided additional prognostic information regarding late distance
relapse compared to combined clinical factors score alone. Between
5 and 15 years, an absolute risk of distant recurrence (DR) of 2.4%
was observed in the low-risk ROR-based group compared to 17.5%
in the high-risk ROR-based group. Differences in distance relapse
free survival (DRFS) by PAM50 ROR score were observed for both
N+ and N0 patients,35 and based on this analysis it is concluded
that ROR-based risk groups can differentiate breast cancer patients
with respect to their risk of late-distance recurrence.
Another analysis on 1478 patients in the same study evaluated
intrinsic subtype (luminal A/B, HER2-enriched, basal-like) and
ROR score, and in all subgroups, ROR score adds prognostic information to the clinical predictor (P < .0001). In addition, PAM50
assigns an intrinsic subtype to all cases, and the luminal A cohort had
a significantly lower ROR at 10 years compared to luminal B (P <
.0001). There was also a significant and clinically relevant discrimination between low and high risk groups within all subgroups
analysed, with only a 3.5% risk of metastasis at 10 years in the
low ROR group, which would allow us to avoid chemotherapy in
this group.36 Similar results were obtained after analysing samples
from 2500 p (1480 were N+) includes in Danish group (DBCG),
identifying 37% of N+ patients with a favourable prognosis and
in whom chemotherapy could be avoided.37 In addition, an analysis of PAM50 in patients included in this same study showed that
ROR score was predictive of efficacy to cyclophosphamide, epirubicin and fluorouracil (FEC) versus cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and fluorouracil (CMF) (HR 1.01, 0.78, 0.54 for low, intermediate and high ROR).38
In a pooled analysis of ABCSG-8 - transATAC studies, the
prognostic role of ROR added to standard clinical variables was
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evaluated in patients with 1 positive node (n = 331) and 2-3
positive nodes (n = 212), in the multivariate analysis, the ROR score
provided additional prognostic information in both groups. The
10 year RRd was significantly increased in patients with 1 positive
node classified as high risk by ROR and compared to the combined
low and/or intermediate risk group and patients with 2-3 positive
nodes. In addition, luminal intrinsic subtype A showed lower RRd
compared to luminal subtype B in both patient groups.33 in a retrospective analysis of more than 1000 patient samples included in the
ATAC study using PAM50, IH4 and Oncotype Dx showed that the
ROR score added prognostic information to the clinicopathological
criteria in both N0 and N+, and was more effective in predicting
late recurrence than the Oncotype RS.39
An analysis comparing different platforms has been published,
313 p cancer were randomized to standard (chemotherapy and
endocrine therapy) or test-directed (chemotherapy if Oncotype
DX recurrence score >25) treatment. Risk stratification was also
determined with Prosigna (PAM50), MammaPrint, MammaTyper,
NexCourse Breast (IHC4-AQUA), and conventional IHC4
(IHC4). Subtype classification was provided by Blueprint,
MammaTyper, and Prosigna. Oncotype DX predicted a higher
proportion of tumours as low risk (82.1%), followed by Prosigna
(65.5%), IHC4 (72.0%), MammaPrint (61.4%), NexCourse Breast
(61.6%), and low concordance between platforms was observed
when dichotomising results between high and low-intermediate
risk. Only 39.4% of cases were uniformly classified as low and/or
intermediate or high risk, and 31.1% were concordant. Regarding
subtype concordance, discordant subtyping between the PAM50,
Blueprint and MammaTyper platforms was observed in 40% of
cases.40
Prospective validation of PAM 50 is currently being studied in
the OPTIMA study ("Optimal Personalized Treatment of early
breast cancer using Multiparameter Analysis"),38 4500 patients with
early BC, ER positive, HER2 negative, with axillary involvement
or tumour size >3 cm, are randomised to receive CT and HT in
patients with Prosigna Score >60 or only HT if the Prosigna Score
≤60.

EndoPredict (EP)
It is a genomic test that analyses by PCR on paraffin-embedded
samples of the tumor the expression of 12 genes, 8 BC-related genes
(3 cell proliferation cycle and 5 hormone signaling), 3 RNA control
reference genes and a DNA control gene. Based on the expression
levels of these genes, an EP index is established, then combined with
tumor size and nodal stage to obtain another index, EPclin, increasing the prognostic capacity of EP.41 , 42 EP offers a score from 0 to
15 with a cut-off point of 5 for low or high risk, while EPclin has
a value range between 1 and 6.5 and classifies low and high risk of
relapse with a cut-off point of 3.3.
EPclin has been evaluated in patients with positive nodes in 3
studies.
A retrospective analysis of 1700 samples of HT-treated patients
included in the ABCSG-6/8 studies, 27% N1 and 5% with 4 or
more positive nodes, showed that 10 years RFSd in the subgroup of
N1 patients was 95.6% for patients with a low EPclin and 80.9%
for high-risk EPclin, representing a significant reduction in the risk
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of distant recurrence in patients with low EPclin (HR 3.65, 95%
CI: 1,73-7,68, P = .0003).42 These results are consistent with the
low risk analysis of N1 patients included in the TransATAC study,
where patients classified as EPclin low had an RFSd of 94.4%, which
allows us to identify a group of low-risk N1 patients treated with HT
alone.43
For patients who have received adjuvant CT treatment, EP has
been retrospectively studied in patients included in the GEICAM
9906 study,44 25% classified as low risk for EP. Metastasis-free
survival was 93% in the low-risk group and 70% in the high-risk
group, with absolute risk reduction 23% (HR 4.8 CI 95: 2.5-9.5, P
< .0001). Furthermore, according to the EP index, the risk of recurrence in the high-risk group was twice as high in premenopausal
women (6.68) as in postmenopausal women (3.34). These results
postulate EP as a prognostic factor in N+ BC patients treated with
adjuvant CT and HT.44
To assess the predictive ability of EPclin to CT benefit, a comparative pooled analysis of EPclin in patients who received HT alone
(ABCSG 6/8, TransATAC) versus patients who received TC+HT
(GEICAM 2003-02/9906) was performed, 3746 p were included,
those with high-risk EPclin had improved 10 year DRFI with
chemotherapy addition versus HT alone (12% DRFI vs. 20% at 10
years) This indirect comparison suggested that a high-risk EPclin
score may be predictive of benefit of chemotherapy in women with
ER-positive and HER2-negative disease.45
An EBCTCG meta-analysis of 2185 samples analyzed by
Myriad Genetics showed similar results with an absolute benefit of
chemotherapy for women with high-risk EPclin between 5.3% and
7.3%.46
Since clinical validation studies of EP are retrospective, it is not
possible to determine its usefulness as a tool for therapeutic decision
making, prospective studies are needed and 2 prospective, randomized trials (UNIRAD and RESCUE) are currently underway to
evaluate the prognostic and predictive efficacy of EP.
In addition, EP mostly analyses hormone signaling genes, so it
has been suggested that it could be useful in predicting the benefit
of extended hormonal therapy.47

absolute reduction in the risk of relapse, HR 0.35). Conversely,
patients classified as low risk by BCI showed no benefit from adding
another 5 years of hormone therapy.50 BCI was also able to identify
on samples of 908 patients participating in the IDEAL study the
extended HT benefit group.51
Despite this, and given the lack of prospective studies, further
studies in a node-positive population are needed to further evaluate
the role of BCI in clinical practice

BCI (BREAST CANCER INDEX H/I)

CONCLUSIONS

Breast Cancer Index (BCI) is a mixed platform that combines
two tests: the expression ratio between HOXB13 and IL17BR and
the so-called molecular grade index (genes related to cell cycle
and proliferation). The score generated is used to determine the
benefit of extending the duration of adjuvant hormonal therapy
in postmenopausal node-negative patients. If we focus on the N+
population, we have some studies that have evaluated BCI in these
patients as a prognostic and predictive factor for late relapse.48 As a
prognostic factor for late relapse, a study in 249 patients (1-3 node
positive), 160 received up to 5 years of HT and 197 received CT.
BCI classified 77% of patients as high risk (16.1% risk of recurrence). It therefore seems advisable based on this study to avoid
extension of hormonal therapy in patients identified as low risk by
BCI.49 Patients included in the aTTom study were analyzed as a
predictor of benefit from extended HT, and the role of extended
HT in N+ patients was assessed. Patients classified as high risk by
BCI appear to benefit from extending the duration of HT (10.2%

When we decide to request a genomic test we must take into
account that each of the available tests has differential characteristics and that the results are not concordant between the different
platforms used, so we must interpret the results according to the
evidence of the test and its context.
Genomic platforms provide prognostic information and, in some
cases, are predictors of chemotherapy benefit in patients with early
breast cancer. The number of publications in node-positive patients
has increased in recent years, but only 2 platforms (OncotypeDx
and Mammaprint) have reported phase III studies results (RXPONDER,4 MINDACT21 ) supporting their use in postmenopausal
patients with HR-positive, HER 2 negative early BC with limited
nodal involvement (N1), thus allowing better selection of patients
for chemotherapeutic treatment based on prognosis, thus avoiding overtreatment. However, it is worth noting the lack of longterm overall survival data, because as in the case of the oncotype
(RxPONDER), 5 years is a short period of time, in view of the

OTHER SIGNATURES
GENOMIC GRADE INDEX (GGI)
It is a signature that analyses 97 genes that can classify tumors
according to grade better than immunohistochemistry.52 , 53 GGI
could reclassify grade 2 tumors into 2 groups of high and low risk
of recurrence, thus improving the prognostic value of histological classification. Validation of GGI in patients with untreated or
tamoxifen-treated HR+ tumors showed that GGI was a prognostic factor independent of classical markers. In a subgroup of
204 patients treated in the PACS01 trial, which included N+
patients, GGI outperformed histological grade and other proliferation markers (mRNA and Ki-67 protein, mitotic activity index) as
a predictor of DFS, although this is a small study and a retrospective
analysis, so further validation of GGI is needed.54

IHC4
IHC4 is based on a multivariate model using semi-quantitative
information from immunohistochemical evaluation of ER, PR,
HER2 and Ki67. The study is performed on FFPE samples, and
a recurrence risk score is calculated using an algorithm. The use of
the IHC4 algorithm was validated on the TEAM trial for predicting residual risk in patients with breast cancer.55 Although some
studies show that it can effectively separate luminal A from luminal
B tumors and that it has a similar prognostic ability to RS,56 , 57
Another study found that its prognostic ability was worse than that
of PAM50,58 and in the absence of prospective validation studies, it
is not yet considered to have sufficient evidence to be implemented
in clinical practice.43
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risk of recurrence maintained over time, which is very relevant in
patients with Her2-negative luminal breast cancer, a sustained risk
directly proportional not only to the degree of lymph node involvement but also to the size of the tumor. However, this prognostic
information is crucial since those patients with a low risk of recurrence have a low clinical impact of chemotherapy, regardless of the
benefit of chemotherapy. In the case of Mammaprint the limitations were the heterogeneity of the cases and the number of patients
includes. Both studies are positive and show with level I evidence
that patients with low genomic risk have a good prognosis independent of chemotherapy administration. It should be noted that both
platforms show that their prognostic role is limited in women <50
years, so we should be cautious in this population group, as shown
by some recently published recommendation guidelines .Regarding
the predictive value of the platforms, only OncotypeDx has been
shown to predict the benefit of QT in patients with N1, although
as we mentioned previously, in patients under 50 years of age, we
did not find a cut-off point for SR in which patients did not benefit
from QT.
In addition to Oncotype and mammaprint we have other molecular platforms available, PAM50 and BLUEPRINT have been shown
to be superior to IHC in classifying breast tumors into molecular
groups and thus we have another tool to improve prognostic and
predictive profiles for HT or CT treatment.
Endopredict combines genomic and clinical factors in its risk
algorithm, and has favorable results as a potential predictor of
benefit to CT and as a short-term prognostic and late relapse
prognostic tool. BCI, Endopredict and PAM50 also add predictors
of late relapse in early breast cancer and, and, in the case of BCI, it
has shown the ability to predict benefit at extended HT.50
Predictive information is very relevant in patients at high risk of
relapse as it allows to establish the benefit of the addition of adjuvant
chemotherapy, as well as in some cases the value of the addition
of taxanes to anthracycline-based chemotherapy (Oncotype in the
NSBP-28 trial population), treatments that carry side effects of great
personal, occupational and social impact.
Regardless of the results of a given platform, often with data
discordant with each other, the importance of interpreting these
results in the context of clinical and pathological variables, taking
into account each and every one of the clinical prognostic factors,
must be emphasized. Thus, by way of example, although no cut-off
point has been identified below which the benefit of chemotherapy can be ruled out in a premenopausal patient with N1 lymph
node involvement, those with an otherwise low clinical risk could
be spared chemotherapy. Thus, it seems clinically relevant whether
the lymph node involvement is microscopic or not, whether the
tumor size is less than 1 cm (pT1a-b), whether the tumor grade is
low, whether there is no lymphovascular permeability or whether the
histology is of lobular subtype or not. The latter represents approximately 10% of infiltrating breast cancers, has a more frequent lymph
node involvement, despite having a generally luminal A molecular
profile. In the latter case, molecular characterization with a genetic
platform, could have additional importance for the final therapeutic
decision in such a circumstance.
Regarding guidelines, it should be noted that not all of them have
been updated. Recently the ASCO guidelines have been updated
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and adapted to the results of the published studies of each genomic
signature,59 and the most recent NCCN guideline62 gives a category
IA to the recommendation of the use of 2 platforms in the N1
breast cancer setting: MammaPrint and OncotypeDX, although
OncotypeDx is the most recommended, with the recommendation
level being 2A for premenopausal women. The level of recommendation for PAM50, PD and BCI in the NCCN guidelines is 2A.
As for the ESMO guidelines, they recommend the use of platforms
in conjunction with clinicopathologic factors rather than platforms
alone, and establish the basis on which genomic testing is not recommended.
However, due to the low percentage of absolute benefit, the
dichotomy of whether or not to administer chemotherapy to
decrease the risk of recurrence in the era of precision medicine, even
in cases at high risk of recurrence, deserves review, given that the
benefit is small at best, with the identification of more effective treatments, scenarios where the predictive value of platforms would have
greater clinical impact, being highly desirable.59
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